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A LETTER FROM THE CO-CHAIRS

Welcome to the third year for CASE!

We are happy to share our first annual report with you.

2015 was a year of many firsts for CASE: we hired our first Executive Director, 
held our first demand-driven matchmaking event - The Case Symposium, recognized 
the Small Business Advocates within the anchors, created our first strategic plan, 
and most importantly, undertook a deep dive into procurement data across anchors.  

It has been an honor and privilege for us to lead CASE as co-chairs and to shape  
CASE’s vision to be known globally as a collective catalyst driving economic growth  
and development through local businesses and hiring. As the CASE team strives  
towards accomplishing this vision, the annual report helps us to take a step back  
to recognize and celebrate what we have accomplished. We are proud to share 
that the connections made through CASE have resulted in generating more than 
11.1 million in additional revenues, creating 70 jobs. 

These success stories would not have been possible without the anchor commitment 
to hiring local businesses, the business commitment to hiring more people and the 
small business community helping CASE in identifying these businesses. To recognize 
these stakeholders, we are institutionalizing three category of awards: Anchor of the Year, 
Business of the Year and Partner of the Year. Congratulations to the 2014-2015 awards 
recipients.

Finally, we would like to thank Polk Bros. Foundation, our fellow anchors, participating 
business and our community partners who have helped make the CASE program such 
a success.

Looking forward to our continued collaboration in 2016!

Terry Peterson
VP - Corporate & External Affairs, Government Affairs
Rush University Medical Center 
Co-Chair Executive Committee, CASE

Derek R.B. Douglas
VP - Office of Civic Engagement
University of Chicago
Co-Chair, Executive Committee, CASE



CASE TIMELINE

DECEMBER 2013

CASE CONCEIVED
Polk Bros Foundation Committed

MARCH 2014 

CASE ESTABLISHED

MAY 2014

1ST EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING

JUNE 2014

1ST ANCHOR NETWORK MEETING

DECEMBER 2014

GROWS TO 11 ANCHORS

MARCH 2015

1ST EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR HIRED

ROUNDTABLE EVENT

GROWS TO 15 ANCHORS

JULY 2015

1ST SYMPOSIUM

AUGUST 2015

STRATEGIC PLAN LAUNCHED

DECEMBER 2015

SECOND ANNUAL END-OF-YEAR 
CELEBRATION 

COHORTS  1-10 &  3 READY-TO-MATCH 
SESSIONS KICK-OFF



209 
BUSINESSES

15 
ANCHORS

$11.1M 
REVENUE

31 
CONTRACTS

70 
JOBS

INDUSTRY DISTRIBUTION & CASE IMPACT 

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES

27%

ADMINISTRATIVE  
& WASTE SERVICES 

14%

ACCOMODATION 
& FOOD SERVICES

12%

OTHER 
SERVICES

11%
CONSTRUCTION

10%

MANUFACTURING

9%

WHOLESALE 
TRADE

10%

IT, FINANCE, 
& INSURANCE

7%



PARTNERSHIPS & EVENTS

CASE PANEL DISCUSSION

CASE ROUNDTABLE

SYMPOSIUM NETWORKING SESSION



PARTNERSHIPS & EVENTS

STRATEGIC PLAN DISCUSSION

END-OF-YEAR CELEBRATION

COHORT 8 WORKSHOP



ANCHOR OF THE YEAR

AWARDS & RECOGNITIONS

ADVOCATE HEALTH CARE   TEAM LED BY TOM LUBOTSKY

BMO HARRIS BANK   TEAM LED BY FRED LIETZ

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY   TEAM LED BY NIM CHINNIAH



BUSINESS OF THE YEAR

AWARDS & RECOGNITIONS

CSI 3000   RAY RIVERA

DIGBY’S DETECTIVE & SECURITY AGENCY, INC.   LENITA DIGBY WILLIAMS



AWARDS & RECOGNITIONS

PARTNER OF THE YEAR

ADVOCATES FOR SMALL BUSINESSES

JOHN ANDREWS 
RUSH UNIVERSITY  
MEDICAL CENTER

NATALIE BARRACLOUGH
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO  
MEDICINE  

LEROY KENNEDY 
ILLINOIS INSTITUTE  
OF TECHNOLOGY

DIANE STANEK
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

SHARLA ROBERTS
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS  
AT CHICAGO 

BYRON J. WHITTAKER 
CITY OF CHICAGO

POLK BROS. FOUNDATION   DEBORAH BENNETT



SUCCESS STORIES

All Natural Chicago
After years of eating fast food while working in the commodity sector, Chef Micky 
and Tess Kearns took their health back and launched All Natural Chicago, a caterer 
dedicated to providing fresh, high quality meal options in the Downtown Chicago area. 
However, the transition from commodity to culinary expert left Tess feeling unsure 
about the business initially, and a respected colleague recommended her to the  
Chicago Anchors for a Strong Economy (CASE) program. This is where the corner 
turned.

“I was a broker for 20 years and at the top of my game when Micky and I started 
All Natural Chicago,” said Tess. “I believed in my husband’s culinary vision, but knew  
I had things to learn in order to help make us successful. CASE identified what I’m really 
good at, and gave me the confidence to leverage my strengths, while helping guide me 
in the areas that could further propel the business.” 

Tess said that CASE provided key introductions to anchor institutions as well as  
offered critical feedback and guidance on how to acquire new business outside of the 
program. As a result, All Natural Chicago has secured accounts with the University of 
Illinois at Chicago and Rush University Medical Center as well as valuable leads from 
other anchor institutions. This has led to a 15 percent increase in business both from 
CASE anchor institutions and new accounts.

“CASE vets anchor institutions vigorously to showcase that small businesses like 
All Natural Chicago can deliver what larger, ‘tried and true’ vendors can do, many times 
faster-better-cheaper. Anchors see as much value for their institutions as we do being 
a small business. I wouldn’t have been able to break through with Rush, UIC and others 
without CASE,” added Tess.

“When you are a new business, you are so afraid to say no to any new 
clients. CASE taught me to have the confidence to evaluate who might 

not be a fit, or even say this relationship isn’t working out anymore. 
The revelation that I could ‘fire’ a customer was invaluable.”  

-Tess Kearns



CSI 3000

SUCCESS STORIES

Founded in 2010 by Rey Rivera, CSI 3000 is a total pavement solutions company, 
providing a variety of services from concrete and asphalt installation to site development 
and snowplowing. Rey started his company on a part-time basis when the economy was 
stagnant, but that did not deter him. In fact, Rey felt it was perfect timing to provide value 
services in a lean economy. CSI 3000 quickly grew, and Rey projects $6 million in revenue 
for 2015. However, Rey is driven to achieve more, and learned that Chicago Anchors for a 
Strong Economy (CASE) could provide both networking opportunities as well as offer him 
strategic guidance for growing the business. 

“I have a great team – we are very goal oriented and driven. CASE helped me focus 
on what we should be doing day-to-day to work smarter. As we dove into the sessions, 
I realized that CSI 3000 had some really good clients, but also some really bad ones. 
CASE worked with me to evaluate where the company excels. We then started focusing 
on private market clients, offering services that others can’t and creating our own niche,” 
said Rey. 

The results have been impressive, with CSI 3000 securing several contracts with ComEd 
for concrete pavement installation, as well as projects with the University of Chicago and 
the Chicago Housing Authority. 

“CASE brings people to the table. Small businesses aren’t asking for contracts – we are 
asking for an opportunity. It’s almost impossible for a small business owner like myself 
to get the attention of an executive without an introduction. What the anchor businesses 
learn is that CSI 3000 is able to not only perform, but outperform the competition. And 
in fact, we’ve saved clients hundreds of thousands of dollars with value engineering 
techniques, offering a proprietary pavement system to help eliminate the pothole 
problem,” he added.

Rey also shared a valuable piece of feedback for future CASE participants. “Following 
up with anchors post-presentation is key. We understood that to compete and secure 
their business, we need to demonstrate we can do it well. The relationship building - 
getting anchors to know us - is a big part of what we’ve done to succeed.”

“Every business owner needs to remind themselves 
what they need to do to be great. CASE helped me refocus 
and reevaluate my strategy, and if I’m on the right path.”  

– Rey Rivera



Digby’s Detective and Security Agency

SUCCESS STORIES

Employing more than 300 people, Digby’s Detective and Security Agency helps keep Cook 
County safe by offering a variety of services vital to a company’s protection and ensuring 
they can conduct business without disruption. President Lenita Digby Williams shared 
that Digby’s is challenged to do more with less every day in order to compete with larger 
global security firms, and she needed help to find new paths to expand the business.

“After 35 years, we knew we needed to diversify our client base, and Chicago Anchors for 
a Strong Economy (CASE) helped us do this,” said Lenita. “We compete with others who 
can secure the big contracts – but we can do what they do, just local. It can be difficult to 
navigate large private institutions – CASE provided us with access to anchors, and also 
offered anchors the chance to learn more about us.”   

Digby’s participation in the CASE program has meant more opportunities, an increase 
in business and most importantly, more jobs for Chicagoans. Highlights include: invited 
to participate in request for proposals and future bid processes with several anchors 
(ComEd, University of Chicago) that would have not otherwise occurred; and won a 
contract with the Chicago Transit Authority that resulted in the hiring of an additional 34 
employees. 

“CASE’s working sessions gave me deeper insight into what a procurement person was 
looking for which helped increase business. The classroom discussions were very useful, 
from the open feedback among fellow business owners to the program facilitators help-
ing you think more strategically. The value of participating in CASE is significant,” added 
Lenita.  

“If you are a small business and feel you have something to learn 
– this program will be valuable. Sometimes you can feel like

 you are on an island – but when you hear that others are facing 
similar challenges, you can work through them creatively.”  

- Lenita Digby Williams



SUCCESS STORIES

Inter-City Supply
Inter-City Supply has been a leading distributor of janitorial, office products, packaging, 
safety and food service supplies since 1978 serving Fortune 500 corporations, small 
businesses and all in between. For 20 years, Jackie Dyess has been at the helm as  
president, and shared that while being part of Chicago’s business landscape for this  
long is a notable achievement, it’s a challenge to break outside of your comfort zone.  
She learned that Chicago Anchors for a Strong Economy (CASE) would be a perfect 
avenue to advance her business. 

“We do so much more than just sell ‘office supplies’– we take everyday items that are 
essential to an organization and evaluate the use of that product to improve the client’s 
bottom line. Participating in CASE gave us the fresh perspective we needed to re-examine 
the business, expand our offering and meet key people that helped take us to the next 
level,” Jackie shared. 

The outcomes for Inter-City Supply have been significant, such as expanding an existing 
contract with University of Chicago Medical Center to increase business by 30 percent. 
Also, Jackie was able to meet with chief procurement officers of the anchor institutions 
for future business. “These appointments are so difficult to secure and would not have 
happened otherwise,” Jackie said.

“The CASE program is revolutionary, and helps to affirm a company’s viability,” added 
Jackie. “Small businesses won’t always have the fancy marketing campaigns, but locals 
like Inter-City can service big business just as well. I’m a Chicagoan – we should be doing 
business with each other.”

“The CASE program gives Chicago businesses 
big and small an opportunity to work with each other. 

Many in Chicago have thought about how to do 
this in the past, but CASE brought this concept home.” 

-Jackie Dyess



SUCCESS STORIES

LSL Healthcare, Inc.
Ash Luthra established LSL Healthcare, Inc. in 1985, a manufacturer of medical  
supplies and devices currently employing 140 people. The company works with small 
to large acute care facilities and Integrated Delivery Networks across the country, but 
couldn’t break through with similar Chicago-based organizations except one. When 
Ash learned of Chicago Anchors for a Strong Economy (CASE) and its strong roster of 
anchors, he knew the program could help LSL Healthcare. 

“A big advantage of CASE was that we were finally able to get into front of many  
anchors critical to our business. We also had direct access to their ‘top brass’ - we didn’t 
have this before. We were able to tell them our story, and our story was very compelling,” 
shared Ash. 

LSL Healthcare took part in a formal pitch presentation, showcasing the company’s 
points of differentiation and capabilities to several CASE anchors including University  
of Chicago Medical Center, Rush University Medical Center and Northwestern Memorial 
Hospital. The outcomes have been most positive. 

“Acquiring new business requires careful thought in what the customer needs, as well  
as patience if they are currently in a contract agreement. I strongly believe that LSL 
Healthcare will secure new business as a result of our participation in CASE. Several 
anchors want to do business with us – we just now need to work with them to identify 
the areas where we can be of most help,” Ash added.  

“Today’s healthcare industry is the most complex in history. 
There is a great amount of pressure on keeping product costs 

down, while providing superior service. CASE helped us better 
understand how to approach large anchor institutions, 

and strategically think about what they need 
as the customer to secure their business.” 

- Ash Luthra



CASE ROUNDTABLE

SUCCESS STORIES

Ocean Mist
Ocean Mist is a general contracting company based in Schaumberg that specializes in 
site preparation, hauling of construction material, excavation and underground utilities.  
At its helm is CEO Navjot Bajwa, a dynamic entrepreneur who wants to create success 
not just for herself, but also for others by growing her business to its full potential.

Navjot’s story is an inspiring one. She is an immigrant from a small village in India where 
women weren’t supposed to work, but Navjot went against the grain. She was India’s first 
female pilot instructor in charge of a flying school and worked as a flying instructor with 
the Government of India’s Civil Aviation Department. She also has an Illinois Commercial 
Driver’s License. This critical experience educated her on the many challenges and issues 
she would face leading an operation like Ocean Mist. When she learned of Chicago  
Anchors for a Strong Economy (CASE), she knew it was critical to participate.

“Like many immigrants before me, I had the dream of opportunity when I came to the 
United States in 2007. I participated in CASE because I knew it would create the right 
opportunity to do business with the anchors to grow my company and ultimately,  
create more jobs for more people,” said Navjot.

Ocean Mist has expanded significantly since the company’s inception in 2009, growing 
by more than 40 percent in 2015 alone in part because of anchor contracts secured with 
the City of Chicago and other anchor-like institutions.

“Of course I already feel like I’m living the American dream, but I’m a very ambitious  
person and there is much more ahead for Ocean Mist. CASE is such a meaningful  
program that helps women in small business grow and prosper, and for that, I’m grateful.  
For me, this is just the beginning,”added Navjot. 

“CASE enhanced my knowledge, offered important 
networking opportunities and gave me guidance 

on how to best present my business to anchors. 
There are so many reasons to participate.”

- Navjot Bajwa



SUCCESS STORIES

Prado & Renteria
Established in 1990, Prado & Renteria CPAs has grown to become the largest Hispanic
-owned CPA firm in Illinois. While the years have been successful for Maria Prado and 
Hilda Renteria, being small business owners in a very complex, rigorous industry presents 
challenges even for the most savvy. Chicago Anchors for a Strong Economy (CASE) 
provided Prado & Renteria both the exposure to anchors but also, the knowledge they 
were looking for to grow their firm. 

“Leveraging relationships with the CASE anchors was an important program component, 
but we also wanted to learn how to become even stronger leaders to expand our firm’s 
existing business. CASE created an environment where fellow small and mid-sized 
businesses together with the program facilitators discussed key topics including 
employee growth and development, human resource issues and leveraging diversity. 
We learned from each other. I knew that my development wasn’t just for my personal 
gain, it will also benefit my clients,” said Maria. 

As a result of Prado & Renteria’s participation in CASE, the firm acquired new clients or 
expanded existing business with seven clients, as well as secured a three-year contract 
with an anchor-like institution.

“Another key advantage of CASE was that the facilitators were in business for 
themselves, which meant deeper insights into the issues that matter to us. I found 
the financial evaluation very helpful. I’m an accountant – but having someone else do 
this for me was very powerful and relevant for my firm. CASE also illustrated how we 
as a small businesses contribute to the economy and which areas we should continue 
to focus on,” Maria concluded.
 

“My reasons for doing CASE: New ideas, and more 
than anything else, learning new ways to enhance 

the sustainability of my business, which I achieved.”  
- Maria Prado



SUCCESS STORIES

Supply Logistics & Procurement Services
Anchor institutions recognize that buying products and services locally from small and 
diversity-owned companies positively impacts their business. Stephen Phillips, founder 
of Supply Logistics & Procurement Services, LLC (SL Procurement) knows that accessing 
the decision-makers at these organizations can be difficult. That’s when he learned of 
Chicago Anchors for a Strong Economy (CASE). 

“My primary reason for participating in CASE was the networking opportunities. It just so 
happened that the anchor organizations were the very ones I wanted to do business with. 
CASE helped facilitate those discussions,” said Stephen. “I reached out to several anchors 
previously – but having them there accelerated the process. CASE places you right in 
touch with anchors during the sessions, and enables small and mid-sized businesses  
like me earn the trust of the anchors.” 

SL Procurement’s successes since participating includes 33 percent growth in new  
business and several new positions created with more slated for the near future; a contract 
with University of Chicago Medical Center; and introduction by a CASE anchor to one of 
their customers that has led to new business and facilitated a relationship between one of 
its current suppliers and SL Procurement, which translated into new customers.

“We can demonstrate that we are able to execute and show capacity just as  
successfully as our larger competitors, but provide service at a local level and many 
times, more cost-effective,” added Stephen. “The program facilitators tailor discussions 
for existing or expanding businesses, and what you learn directly helps a business  
create additional opportunities for long-term success.”

“CASE is for people who are ready 
to take their business to the next level.” 

-Stephen Phillips



SUCCESS STORIES

The Elevator Consultants
Chicago is known for its skyline from soaring skyscrapers to vintage residential 
buildings. And, there is one element all of these buildings have in common: the need 
for reliable, safe, working elevators. Laurie Kohl, president and CEO of The Elevator 
Consultants, operates a business that ensures elevators, escalators and moving 
walkways are operating properly. In addition, she provides advisory services to clients, 
offering expertise on how to save money to a wide-variety of clients, public and private.

With a very specialized business model, Laurie knew she needed to better illustrate the 
value her company offers to hospitals, building owners, universities, facility managers, 
commercial office buildings, retailers and others. She launched her business in 2007 
and was at a point where she recognized that in order to grow, she needed guidance. 
Laurie applied to Chicago Anchors for a Strong Economy (CASE) in 2014 and was one 
of the first businesses selected to participate in CASE.

Since then, The Elevator Consultants has achieved much success and Laurie 
has applied the strategies she learned to take her business to the next level. 
Results include: won an initial contract with Illinois Institute of Technology expected 
to lead to cross-campus opportunities; secured a contract with the local branch of a 
anchor-like institution to service their federal and municipal buildings; won a project 
with Northwestern Memorial Healthcare; and procured a contract with Cook County, 
which Laurie shared that without CASE, she wouldn’t have had these opportunities. 

“For years I’ve been telling people what my business is, since it is very niche. People 
always assume we are an elevator company since the concept of an elevator 
consultant was unknown. I also needed guidance on how to navigate government 
entities and secure business from them. The collaboration between other CASE 
businesses and the presenters really opened my eyes. I revamped my pitch during one 
of the working sessions and when I presented it to the group, I realized that this was 
my ‘game changer’ moment. People understood what I did, they understood how an 
elevator consultant can help buildings! The end result has opened doors and increased 
business for The Elevator Consultants. CASE is a remarkable program,” said Laurie.   

 “The CASE sessions helped me navigate government entities and how 
to secure their business. It opened my eyes that small businesses need 

to approach government entities differently. Once I understood that, 
it ‘clicked’ on how to approach that type of contract.” 

– Laurie Kohl



SUCCESS STORIES

West Fuels, Inc.
West Fuels, Inc. was established in 1991 by Deborah Stange as the only female-owned 
and operated fuel distributor in Illinois. The company provides direct delivery to job 
site equipment, fleet fueling, generators and bulk tanks, and 24/7 emergency service 
for clients including the Chicago Transit Authority, the City of Chicago and numerous 
construction companies throughout Chicagoland. According to Amy Van Howe, Vice 
President, while their track record was impressive with public entities, the company 
was looking to expand in the private sector. The City recommended that West Fuels 
participate in Chicago Anchors for a Strong Economy (CASE).

“Being a small business with limited resources, the invitation to work with CASE  
was an exciting opportunity. We presented to anchors at our official pitch meeting,  
then conducted several one-on-one discussions to introduce our company and the 
advantages of a partnership. This is how we began to build the critical relationships  
for future business,” said Amy.

These networking opportunities have opened doors for West Fuels, including new 
business with Rush University Medical Center, as well as being on the radar of several 
anchors for future bidding processes. 

“One of the most significant challenges in the new business process is identifying the 
right contacts to pitch. You can make countless phone calls and search websites with 
empty results. Through the CASE program, not only were we able to identify those 
contacts, CASE placed us at the same table with them,” she added.

According to Amy, she anticipates much opportunity as a result of these opened  
doors. “Any time you can capture face time with decision makers is extremely valuable. 
It’s something we didn’t have before, so it was powerful to tell our story. CASE provides 
the framework for success; then it’s what you do with it that ultimately determines the 
outcomes,” added Amy. “CASE is opening up the lines of communication between large 
and small business, and helping drive economic growth.”

“On a scale of 1-10, our experience has been a 10, maybe an 11. 
Everything that was presented about the program has been what 

we expected and more. CASE is a great initiative for small, 
local businesses in the Chicagoland area.” 

–Amy Van Howe



ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Nitika Nautiyal
Executive Director, CASE

First of all, thank you to the CASE anchors and businesses for 
giving us so many reasons to celebrate 2015 through these success 
stories. A special thanks to Michelle De Long and her team at MiMi 

productions and Nada Stojadinovic for bringing these stories to life for us.  

Every day we are reminded that CASE is collaboration and only as successful as our 
partnerships. We are extremely thankful for all the support we get from our partners such 
as Next Street, U3 Advisors, Chapman & Cutler, Katten, Muchin Rosenman LLP as well as 
the services and support group comprising Accion, Chicagoland Chamber of Commerce, 
LISC, Chicago Urban League, WBDC and QCDC.

A heartfelt thank you to the 2015 CASE team: Alex Leza, Marina Zhou, Dennis Wagner, 
our fellows Christine Rodos and Matt Kinnich, and advisor Bhavini Shah for their  
commitment to CASE. 

Thanks to the support from all the functions at WBC for incubating CASE and helping us 
grow. Two people within WBC I am especially grateful for are Eileen Lopez in marketing 
who designed this annual report amongst several other marketing collateral and helped 
CASE create an identity in 2015 and JoAnn Eckmann from operations who helped us put 
together two great events.

To everyone working behind the scenes to make 2015 such a successful year for CASE, 
thank you!

Jeff Malehorn
President & CEO, World Business Chicago

On behalf of World Business Chicago (WBC) I would like to thank  
all of you for being part of CASE in 2015. I thank the co-chairs Derek 
Douglas and Terry Peterson for their leadership on the initiative and 

the fifteen anchors for their commitment to local businesses. 

Special thanks to Gillian Darlow and Deborah Bennett from Polk Bros. Foundation for 
supporting CASE since its inception and for extending their commitment to 2016. CASE 
is one of WBC’s most successful strategic initiatives as part of the Plan for Economic 
Growth and Jobs. I am excited to see how far the program has come and for the vision 
for the future. 

While we are big on metrics at WBC, sometimes we don’t do a great job at recognizing 
our accomplishments. The CASE success stories are a great reminder to me for why 
we do what we do at WBC, so thank you all for making these happen!
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